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1 IntroductionThere are many questions in economics for which heterogeneous agent dynamic models haveto be used to provide answers. Examples of those questions where the desired answer is quantitativeare1. What changes in the distribution of wealth will occur if the tax system is changed fromprogressive to proportional?2. What increases in taxation are needed to maintain the current level of U.S. Social Securitybene�ts under current population patterns?3. What type of policy changes can be expected from changes in constitutions?All these questions require models where the households that populate the economy are not identical.With respect to the �rst question, note that the key property of progressivity of the tax system isthat di�erent households face di�erent tax rates. For the second question, the age distribution ofthe population determines the amounts collected and paid by the administrators of social security.Finally, the determinants of policy should be a�ected by the relations between di�erent groups ofhouseholds that do not have the same preferences over policies. In what follows, I describe themodels that have been used to address these and related questions, and I pose the models in waysthat are susceptible for computation.I start with a model with in�nitely lived agents subject to uninsurable idiosyncratic shocksto earnings. I use a very simple version of such a model to address the distribution of wealth.1 Thesteady state of such a model generates a well de�ned distribution of wealth. Next, I look at nonsteady-state allocations: what are the technical di�culties that they pose and what are di�erentways of avoiding such di�culties.Next, I move into overlapping generations models, or models where every year some agents dieand new agents are born. These models are embodied in a neoclassical growth model structure withcapital accumulation. The models are reviewed with the intention of being able to accommodateagents living a large number of periods. Again, I start reviewing steady-state allocations, and later1This model uses a speci�c theory of wealth di�erences. There are many other candidates for such a theory, themost obvious of which are based on di�erences in ages with households saving for retirement, and on di�erences inpreferences with some households being more patient than others. In the theory that we use it is the di�erences inluck with households holding assets to smooth consumption that accounts for wealth di�erences.



move to non steady-state situations. I end this section with a list of topics that have been studiedwith the aid of this type of model.I �nish this chapter with a section on dynamic voting models. These are models that en-dogenously generate government policies as part of a Markov equilibria, and that are starting to beused to study positive policy issues such as redistributional policies.All these models have in common that they are populated by agents that are di�erent fromeach other. Moreover, these di�erences are central in the sense that the question that these modelsare used to answer requires heterogeneity (how could we talk about distribution or redistribution ofwealth if all agents were equal. I have organized the exposition of these models towards the goal ofposing them in a way that makes the computation of its equilibrium allocation manageable.2 A Simple Model of the Wealth DistributionImagine a model economy populated with a large number of households (actually, a contin-uum). The households care about streams of consumption in a standard way:E0( 1Xt=0 �tu(ct)) (1)where for each period t, ct is restricted to belonging to C, the per period consumption possibilityset of the agent, which might specify nonnegative consumptions. Every period, households receivean endowment of the consumption good, I'll call it coconuts, s 2 S = fs1; � � � ; sn; � � � ; sNg thatfollows a Markov process with transition matrix �. Note that st is then a random variable that isindependently distributed across individuals. The fact that there are a large number of householdsguarantees that a law of large numbers holds [see Uhlig (1996)] and that the fraction of householdswith each shock depends only on the fraction of households that had each shock the previousperiod. I deal �rst with versions of this economy that are stationary in the sense that, besides thisidiosyncratic shock, there are no other time-varying features which a�ect the problem the agentfaces.A Stationary Economies: Steady StatesHouseholds cannot borrow, but they can hold part of their endowment as inventory. Letq > � denote the inventory technology, so that if one unit of the good is stored today, then 1q units2



of the good are obtained tomorrow. The agent then maximizes equation (1) subject toct = at + st � at+1 q (2)with a0 given.At this point, it is useful to deal with this problem by looking at its associated recursiveformulation: v(s; a) = maxc;a0 u(c) + �Efv(s0; a0)jsg s.t. (3)c = a+ s� a0 q (4)where I denote next period's variables by primes and where the solution is given by a0 = g(s; a),which describes how the household chooses assets holdings for the next period given the currentstate, the pair shock s and assets a.Note that at any point in time, there are a number of households that di�er in their currentluck s and in their wealth a (that somehow summarizes all their past luck). To describe thiseconomy, I need a mathematical object that is well-suited to counting. This object is a measure.The key properties of measures are associated with the fact that they act as counting or weightingmechanisms. To do the mathematics properly, I review very summarily the concepts, although tounderstand the logic, the concepts are not really needed.� A �-algebra is a family of subsets A of a certain set A, so that ;; A 2 A and A is closed undercomplementarity and under countable intersection.� Borel �-algebras are the �-algebras generated by a family of open sets.� A measure x is a function x : A ! IR+ such that x(;) = 0, and if B = [Nn=1BN , Bn 2 A withBn \ Bn̂ = ; for any pair n; n̂ 2 f1; �; Ng, then x(B) = PNn=1 x(Bn). That is, the measure ofdisjoint sets should be the sum of the measure of each, they should be nonnegative, and that'sit. Note that when x(A) = 1, the measures are probabilities.� A function g is measurable with respect to fA;Ag if the set fa : g(a) � cg belongs to A forall c 2 IR.� A function Q : A � A ! IR is a transition function if given a 2 A, Q(a; �) is a probabilitymeasure and if given B 2 A, Q(�; B) is a measurable function.3



� A measure x� is an invariant distribution with respect to the transition function Q if for allB 2 A, x�(B) = RA Q(a;B) dx�.Next I describe some of the crucial properties of the solution to equation (3). These properties arestated without proof, and the reader is referred to Huggett (1993) for details. The computationof the solution is relatively standard and many methods can be used. Linear quadratic methods,however, cannot be used since as we will see, the assets that individuals hold are bounded bothbelow and above, and this property does not hold when decision rules are linear. The chapters byMarcet and by McGrattan in this book describe methods to solve this type of problem. There arealso other ways of solving this type of problem, for example with the use of splines as in Kruselland Smith (1996).� Monotonicity and continuity are properties of the saving functions. Monotonicity only holdsfor certain types of Markov matrices �; in particular, it does hold for a two-state process.� There are upper and lower bounds on the desired level of asset holdings, so that a 2 A =[a; �a] when q > �. The lower bound can arise from borrowing constraints or, as in thepreceding literal interpretation, from technological feasibility. Alternatively, in economieswhere borrowing is feasible, this lower bound on assets can arise endogenously from the factthat the agent has to pay its debts in every state of the economy, which prevents the possibilityof bankruptcy. In this case, the lower bound on assets is that level which requires that theworst possible endowment is used entirely to pay interest. If I denote this lower bound witha and s1 is the worst earnings shock, I have that a = �s11�q .� With the agent decision rule g(s; a) and the Markov matrix � that governs the law of motionof the idiosyncratic shock s, I can construct a transition function Q(s; a;B) that describes theconditional probability for a type (s; a) household to have a type in set B � S�A tomorrow.I use this transition to obtain the dynamic equation of the model that gives tomorrow's dis-tribution of households x0 as a function of today's distribution x and the Markov chain � byx0(B) = RS�AQ(s; a;B) dx. Note that a theorem which states that x0 is, in fact, a probabilitydistribution (or probability measure) is needed. I denote the updating operator with T (x); that is,x0 = T (x). I write T (x) = x0(B) = ZS�AQ(s; a;B) dx (5)4



for all B 2 A.This model is useful if there are not many possible distributions of wealth of interest. Inother words, I would like the model to generate endogenously some unique distribution of wealth sothat the model has some tight predictions. There is good news in this respect.As long as a certain monotone mixing condition is satis�ed, it can be proved that there isa unique �xed point x� of equation (5). Furthermore, this point is the weak� limit of successiveapplications of the operator associated to the above equation for any initial condition x0. Thismixing condition can be thought of, rather loosely, as the existence in this economy of both theAmerican Dream and the American Nightmare. The condition requires that no matter how poor(rich) a household is, the probability that the household becomes one of the richest (poorest) isarbitrarily close to one, provided enough time passes.Therefore, given a certain process fS;�g, there is a unique stationary distribution of wealthx� associated with it. In this economy, the stationary distribution of wealth corresponds to a steadystate. The issue is how to �nd x�, given g. Two possibilities are outlined below.1. As with probabilities, distribution functions can be used to describe the measures. For thistype of economy, I can use distribution functions over assets, but densities over shocks. Letf��ngNn=1 be the invariant distribution associated to Markov matrix �. If today's distributionof the shock is given by ��, so is tomorrow's. I approximate the distribution functions with,say, a piecewise linear function over some (very �ne) grid of the asset space. To compute x�,I use the following steps:(a) Make a grid on the set A, such as fa1; � � � ; am; � � � ; aMg, where a1 = a and aM = �a. Makesure that this grid is much �ner than that used to compute g. The grid does not need tobe equally spaced.(b) Initialize an arbitrary piecewise distributrion function F 0 over that grid.2 Note that F 0is a matrix of dimension N �M . For example, an initial distribution of wealth that isuniform can be represented by F 0n;m = am � a1(aM � a1)��n: (6)Alternatively, an initial distribution of wealth where all households hold the minimum2More precisely, F 0 is a distribution functin over the assets, but a density over the shocks.5



wealth a can be represented by F 0n;m = aM � a1(aM � a1)��n: (7)(c) Compute g�1(sn; am) = fa; am = g(sn; a)g, the inverse of the decision rule (which isunique, given the established monotonicity of g). This process depends on how thedecision rule g was obtained. Typically, the process involves some type of interpolation,since g is stored only on a �nite set of points of the asset space.F 1n;m = NX̂n=1F 0 �n̂j; g�1(sn̂; am)��(snjsn̂): (8)Note that F 1 is written as a vector, while F 0 is written as a function. The reason is thatF 1 is computed on a grid, while F 0 is evaluated in points that are not necessarily onthe grid. To evaluate the value of F 0 outside the grid, interpolation is needed. Since thedistribution function is approximated by a piecewise linear function, the interpolation islinear. Other interpolation techniques could also be used.(d) Compare F 0 with F 1. If they are equal (up to required precision), stop; if not, updateso that F 0 = F 1, and repeat the process.2. Alternatively, I can construct a sample of households and track them over time, as datacollection agencies do. Let I be the size of that sample (tens of thousands is an appropriatesample size). Then do the following:(a) Initialize the sample by assigning a pair fs; ag to each element i. This yields a sampledistribution of wealth n�s1; a1	 ; � � � ; �si; ai	 ; � � � ; fsI ; aIgo.(b) Compute a set of statistics from this sample, such as the average, standard deviation,percentiles, and so on, and denote them H(fsi; aigIi=1).(c) Use the function g and a random number generator to obtain f(s0)i; (a0)ig for all i, andcompute its statistics H.(d) Continue this process until two consecutive sets of statistics are su�ciently close to eachother. This means that consequent updates of the sample will not have distributionalchanges, and the sample is considered converged.6



With the notation that I have used, s denotes shocks to labor earnings. However, it is clearthat the same logic can be used to denote many other shocks as well, such as shocks to health,marital status, entrepreneurial success, and so on. This notation can also be used to determinehousehold characteristics that evolve deterministically, such as genetic type or age.So far, there are no equilibrium considerations: all households live in isolation and increaseor decrease their stockpiles of coconuts. However, I can actively introduce markets. I show twosimple examples:1. Households borrow from and lend to each other, and there is no storage [Huggett (1993)]. Inthis case, there is a market-clearing condition that did not exist before. Note that q is theinverse of the gross interest rate. The market-clearing condition can be written asZS�A a dx�(q) = 0 (9)where I have made explicit the dependence of the invariant distribution on the rate q at whichassets can be accumulated.2. Assets take the form of real capital, and there is no borrowing and lending, (a = 0). Letf(K;L) be an aggregate production function, where aggregate employment L is the totalamount of e�ciency units in the economy. The shock s should be interpreted as a shock onthe endowment of e�ciency units of labor. That is, L = PNn=1 sn��n, which does not changeover time. Note that in this case, the key variable to be determined is aggregate capital, sincethe rate of return that households face is given by aggregate productivity of capital. This canbe summarized by the following condition:f1 �ZS�A a dx�(q); L� = 1q : (10)An important thing to note about the market interpretation of economies of this type isthat not all possible prices q are relevant: only those, if any, that clear markets. Therefore, thoseprices have to be found. The standard procedure for doing so is based on �nding two prices|oneat each side of the market-clearing condition|and then iterating within those two bounds untilmarket-clearing occurs. A key property of those two prices is that q > �. Otherwise the household'sproblem does not have a bounded solution. Many sources study the problem of �nding numericallythe solution to one equation. See Judd (1996), for example.7



To be sure that a zero exists, a su�cient condition is that the moments of x�(q) are continuous.Such conditions are typically satis�ed for economies like this one. Theorem 12.13 in Stokey andLucas (1989) requires the state space fS � Ag to be compact, the transition probabilities Q to becontinuous in q, and each q to have a unique stationary distribution x�(q).So far, the model encompasses only the choices of consumption and savings. Some applica-tions might require the inclusion of other variables.� An hours-worked variable requires simply solving a slightly more complicated agent problem.Still, the same methods apply once the decision rules of the new problem are obtained. Unlikein methods designed to solve for the representative household of an economy, the possibility ofcorner solutions in hours worked might arise. That is, sometimes the members of the householdchoose to work zero hours. If that is the case and an Euler equation method is used to solvethe agent's maximization problem, the typical procedure is to impose that hours worked arezero and then solve the intertemporal Euler equation under this restriction.� A discrete choice variable, such as to work a �xed number of hours or not to work, to becomean entrepreneur or a worker, or to go college or not, is much more di�cult to solve. Notethat because of the discreteness, information on the value function has to be stored, becausethe Euler equation is not enough to characterize the optimal choice. Moreover, note that theiterations on the value function do not necessarily return concave functions, and the decisionrules are not necessarily continuous in many points of the state space. To see this, imaginethe discrete choice of whether to work a �xed number of hours or not to work at all. For eachs, there is a level of wealth|denote it â0|high enough that the members of the householdwill choose to enjoy the leisure, while for lower levels of wealth they will choose to work. Notethat for values of wealth slightly lower than â0, income can be considerably higher than atâ0, since the household has almost the same capital income but a lot more labor income.Therefore, the savings decisions are discontinuous at â0. Take the case of a good enough shockso that the household is accumulating assets for a < â0. In this case, there is another levelof assets|denote it â1|so that â0 = g(s; â1). If a � â1 and if the shock does not change,the members of the household will choose not to work one period after, but if a < â1, themembers of the household will choose to work the following period. Again, the same logic asbefore shows that there is another discontinuity in the savings function at â1. To deal withthis type of problem, four approaches can be used.8



1. Discretize the state space. This means that asset holdings can take only �nitely manyvalues. The optimal choice is just a �nite maximization problem that can be solved withrelative ease, typically taking advantage of the monotonicity, within the same discretechoice, of the decision rule. See, for example, Trick and Zin (1993).2. Use lotteries. This means that households choose a probability of making the choicewhich makes the action space convex and allows the Euler equation approach to be used.However, this means that there is a contract between households, and a market-clearingcondition is necessary.3. Use shocks with a continuous support. In this case, the discontinuity that shows up oneperiod before the household achieves the critical level might disappear. The reason isthat one period before, the households cannot be sure of how their savings will relate tothe critical discontinuity point.4. Use continuous time models where the discontinuity problem is likely to disappear (atleast the discontinuity that results from the rounding of the time periods). This methodis still under development for this class of nonconcave problems.Unlike in the environment where there is a storage technology, the model economy cannotbe thought of as having measures changing over time. This would imply that market-clearing priceschange every period, but that households solve their maximization problems under the assumptionthat prices are constant forever.I now turn to situations where there are prices, but where there are time-varying distributions.B Non-Steady-State AllocationsI am interested in economies with a large number of households that face uninsurable, id-iosyncratic uncertainty, but not necessarily in steady-state situations. For example, I might wantto know the business cycle properties of this type of economy. Or, perhaps, I want to know theimplications of a policy change, say, a tax change. I will run into a big problem. To see the prob-lem, consider a simple real business cycle version of the economy where the asset is real capital.3Households have s units of labor and own assets that can be used as real capital in an aggregate3Many economists do not like real business cycle models because they are representative agent, or Robinson Crusoe,worlds. Perhaps they will like this version more. 9



production function given by Yt = ztf(Kt�1; Lt) (11)where Yt is real output. Capital depreciates at rate �. Productivity shock zt follows a Markovprocess with transition �z. Conditional on the aggregate shock zt, the idiosyncratic shock st isMarkov, too. The joint process for these shocks can be written as �(z0; s0jz; s). There are rentalmarkets for labor and capital but, again, no insurance against bad realizations of the labor e�ciencyof each agent. Factor prices are marginal productivities. The problem of the agent in nonrecursiveform can be written as maxct;at+1 E0( 1Xt=0 �tu(ct)) s.t. (12)ct = at(1 + rt) + stwt � at+1 (13)with a0 given and where wt and rt are the rental prices of factors. To solve this problem, thehousehold has to know the process that determines those prices. Those prices are determined bymarginal productivities, which in turn depend on the aggregate quantities of the inputs. In thissimple case, only aggregate capital matters. I could be tempted to write (as in the representativeagent case) the following problem:v(z;K; s; a) = maxc;a0 u(c) + �Efv(z0;K 0; s0; a0)jz; sg s.t. (14)c = a�1 + r(z;K)�+ s w(z;K) � a0 (15)K 0 = G(z;K) (16)where r(�) and w(�) are functions that return the marginal productivity. This, however, is wrong.The problem is the function G(�). It is a problem because the pair fz;Kg is not, in general, asu�cient statistic for K 0: tomorrow's capital K 0 depends on the whole distribution of wealth x.Depending on how wealth is distributed, aggregate capital will be di�erent tomorrow, except in thecase in which individual decision rules are linear in a, which is not the usual case. The appropriateproblem is then v(z; x; s; a) = maxc;a0 u(c) + �Efv(z0; x0; s0; a0)jz; sg s.t. (17)c = a�1 + r(z;K)�+ s w(z;K)� a0 (18)10



K = ZS�A a dx (19)x0 = G(z; x): (20)where x0 denotes next period's distribution. The problem is that, unlike a or the shocks z and s,the measures x and x0 are not real numbers. On the contrary, they are in�nite dimensional objects,and keeping track of them requires a lot of storage. Moreover, computing the equilibrium requiresnot only solving the problem of the household, but also �nding the function G(z; x). Typically, thelaw of motion G(z; x) of the economy is found by iterating on the space where this function belongs,but in this case, the appropriate space is the set of functions from an in�nitely dimensional spaceinto itself. The procedure involved is absolutely unmanageable.There are three standard ways to get around this problem and still study economies withtime-varying wealth distributions. I review them in order.The Distribution is Not a State VariableThe most obvious way to get around the problem is to deal with economies for which thereare prices that do not depend on x, but on some exogenous feature, such as a shock. This canbe done by using simple technologies or by using the government to impose prices exogenously.See Diaz-Gimenez, Prescott, Fitzgerald, and Alvarez (1992), R��os-Rull (1995), and D��az-Gim�enez(1996). The latter procedure requires, of course, making sure that the government budget constraintis satis�ed. In this approach, the distribution of wealth, x, is not a state variable of the householdproblem.Transition Between Steady StatesThe second way to get around the problem is to look at the transition between steady states.This method was pioneered in Auerbach and Kotliko� (1987). It is very useful for deterministiceconomies that are in steady state and then undergo a completely unexpected change in, say,technology or government policy. This method also requires stability of the steady state under thenew parameters. The procedure is to assume that the economy converges in �nite time to the newsteady state in, say, 200 periods. This approach can be illustrated with the economy in Huggett(1993) after a change in the Markov matrix from � to �̂.Given � and �̂, the steady-state equilibrium interest rates, value functions and distributionsfor both Markov matrices, that is, q(�), v(s; a; �), x(�) and q(�̂), v(s; a; �̂), x(�̂), can be readily11



computed. Next, note that the Euler equations for the household problem can be written asu0(at + s� at+1qt) = �qt Xs0 u0(at+1 � at+2qt+1)�̂(s0js): (21)Given a sequence of prices fqtg for t 2 f1; � � � ; 200g and valuation given by v(s; a; �̂) at t = 200,this problem can be readily solved and the assets held obtained.4 Aggregation yields the aggregatedemand for assets. This implies that given a sequence of prices fqtg we have a sequence of excessdemand functions that we want to be zero.There are di�erent ways to solve this problem. One that is cheap to program and hard tocompute is just to use a non linear equation solver. This is typically not very good as the systemhas too many equations. Another procedure is to think of the problem as that of a second-orderdi�erence equation in prices with two end conditions (at opposite ends). This procedure involvesthe following steps(i) Guess q1.(ii) Given q1 and x(�), solve for the q2 that clears the credit market.(iii) Update x(�) to get x1 using the decisions implied by q1 and q2.(iv) Continue this process until q200. Check whether q200 and x200 equal q(�̂) and x(�̂). If they donot, update the guess of q1.Alternatively, rather than think of q200 as a function of q1, think of q1 as a function of q200 andproceed backward. The backward procedure seems to be more e�cient. The most used procedureis di�erent, however. It uses a form of non-linear Gauss-Seidel. [See Kehoe and Levine (1991) andJudd (1996) for a discussion of these points.] It reduces to the following steps:(i') Guess a sequence of prices fq0t g200t=1.(ii') Given prices fq0t g200t=2, and valuation v(s; a; �̂) at t = 200, and an arbitrary q1, the problem ofthe agents can be solved. Find the �rst period price that clears the market in the �rst periodgiven initial distribution x(�). Denote it q11, and update the distribution of assets to obtainx1.4This is a standard maximization problem with two end conditions, the initial assets a1, and the valuation of assetsat t = 200 given by v(s; a; �̂). A good way to solve it is using non-linear Gauss-Seidel.12



(iii') Given q11 and fq0t g200t=3, solve the problem of the agents for the price q12 that clears the marketin t = 2. Again, update the distribution of assets and to obtain x2(iv') Continue this procedure until a set of new prices fq1t g200t=1, has been obtained.(v') Compare those new prices with the guessed ones. If they are equal, stop. If not, update andcontinue the process until convergence is achieved.Partial InformationThe third way to get around the problem, which was introduced in Krusell and Smith (1996)and also used in Castaneda, D��az-Gim�enez, and R��os-Rull (1997), is based on the logic that perhapsby using a little bit of information about x, households do almost as well as by using all theinformation in the distribution x when predicting future prices. The type of information about xthat the agents use can be described generically as moments of the distribution. These momentsinclude average wealth, standard deviation of wealth, and so on. They can also include such thingsas the share of the wealth held by the wealthiest 5% or even the Gini index. Mathematically, thesemoments are given by the integral of a certain function with respect to the measure x.Under this approach, households are assumed to be boundedly rational in the sense thatthey do not use all the information available to them. In this case, current and lagged values of(z; x) are such information. They use only some bits and pieces of information of x, which I writeas `j(x), where the index j denotes the amount of information in the simple sense that it is thenumber of statistics of x that is used. Function `j typically consists of integrals of functions of thestate with respect to the measure x, such as the moments of x. For now, function `j must includesu�cient statistics for factor prices, which are the reason the agent's problem is a�ected by themeasure. Below I discuss the extension of this approach to the case when current prices depend onthe current actions of the agents. Consider the following problem where, to simplify the notation, Ide�ne y � `j(x):v(z; y; s; a;hj ; `j) = maxc�0;a02[a;�a]u(c) + �Efv(z0; y0; s0; a0;hj ; `j)js; zg s.t. (22)y0 = hj(y; z) (23)c = a�1 + r(z; y)�+ s w(z; y) � a0 (24)where r(z; y) and w(z; y) are functions for the factor prices that now depend on y. It is important13



to note that in this economy, factor prices only depend on the aggregate shock z and on aggregatecapital K. Note that I have indexed the value function both by function `j, which returns thefunctions that serve as a proxy for measure x as state variables, and by the forecasting functionhj , which returns the future values of those functions. The households that solve this problemare boundedly rational for two reasons. One is that when households predict the future values ofprices, they do not use all the information at their disposal. They approximate the distribution bya �nite set of its statistics, and they consider only the current-period values of those statistics topredict their future values. The other is that when households make forecasts of y0, they act as iftheir forecasts were perfectly accurate, which they are not. Note that the forecasting errors are notrandom in the sense that if the distribution were used to forecast the value of y0, there would be noprediction errors.The solution to problem (22) is an optimal savings rule g(z; y; s; a;hj ; `j), which, togetherwith the process on z, generates a law of motion for the economy, G(z; x;hj ; `j). Let bj(hj ; `j)denote the best unbiased forecasting function of y0 = `j(x0) within a certain parametric class B;that is, ŷ0 = bj(z; y;hj ; `j). Note that bj(�; `j) maps the set of j-dimensional functions in parametricclass B into itself and can be readily computed through long simulations. The procedure is simple:given fhj ; `jg, solve the problem of the agent that obtains g(z; y; s; a;hj ; `j). Then initialize alarge sample of agents of dimension I by giving agents a pair consisting of a shock s and assetsa, which yields fs0i ; a0i gIi=1. From this sample, compute `j(x0), which obtains y0, and initialize theaggregate shock z0. Use � and g to update the sample fs1i ; a1i gIi=1, and compute y1. Continuethis procedure for a large number of periods (at least in the thousands). Drop the �rst half of thesample to avoid dependence on the initial conditions that were set arbitrarily. Use the values ofthe shocks z and of the statistics y in the second half of the sample to estimate a new forecastingfunction within parametric class B.5 This will give the best predictor of y0 within the parametricclass B, the bj(hj ; `j). Compare the values of bj(hj ; `j) with hj . If they are very similar, stop. Ifnot, update hj using the information provided by bj, and repeat the process. Typically, successiveapproximations are used to obtain h�(`j) = bj(h�j ; `j). Note that this �xed point is an essential partof any equilibrium in a model economy with boundedly rational households: when the householdsuse linear predictor h�(`j), their behavior generates a law of motion in which the best linear predictoris also h�(`j).5Note that an obvious parametric class of forecasting functions is the set of linear forecasting functions. In thiscase, the estimation step becomes a simple linear regression.14



Because a given distribution x can be approximated by a large class of functions `j(x), andbecause forecasts can be made with di�erent families of parametric forecasting functions B, I amnot done yet. I have to single out an `j and a B.Let f`j(x)g1j=1 be a nested sequence of multivariate functions of dimension j. The larger thej, the more statistics it includes and, in the limit, all moments of x are used. My objective is to�nd a multivariate function `j of small dimension j with the property that economies in which theagents use functions of larger dimension to approximate the distribution display a similar equilibriumbehavior. To determine whether the equilibrium behaviors of two economies are similar, a metric hasto be chosen to compare those behaviors. There are several candidates for this metric. The distancebetween the stochastic realizations of the economies is one, and the distance between the optimaldecision rules a0j is another. A speci�c example is as follows: Choose a function `j . Compute itsassociated equilibrium predictor h�(`j). Compute a measure of its predictive accuracy, its R-squaredor the variance of the one-period-ahead forecasting errors, for instance.6 Then choose a multivariatefunction of dimension j+1 such that `j � `j+1, compute the accuracy of the best forecasts of `j(x0)conditional on f`j+1(x); zg, and compare them with those implied by h��`j(x); z�. If the di�erenceis small, then the approximation to the equilibrium with boundedly rational agents that use `j issatisfactory. Otherwise, a multivariate function of higher dimension must be used. One approach isto follow Krusell and Smith (1996) by choosing j = 1 and de�ne `1(x) to be aggregate capital. Thisapproximation turns out to work remarkably well in many environments.To choose a family of forecasting functions, typically, the procedure is to start using linearforecasts and check whether those forecasts can be improved by using other types of forecastingfunctions, such as log-linear or simple polynomials. The choice of the type of forecasting functiondepends on the accuracyy of the forecasts. Linear and log-linear forecasts turn out to work quitewell. Note that this procedure works only when the function `j that is chosen includes su�cientstatistics for prices. Decision rules g(�;hj ; `j) and the process for the shock z are the only objectsrequired to generate large samples of the actions of agents and, hence, of the statistics of thedistributions yt that are needed to �nd the required �xed point of the forecasting function hj .However, if the prices are not ex-ante known statistics of the distribution, those prices have to be6Continuity of the decision rules with respect to predicted values of `j(x0) guarantees that small improvements inprediction imply small changes in actions. This property relates the metric de�ned on the accuracy of the predictorto the metric de�ned on the decision rule space. 15



found before the behavior of agents can be simulated. Otherwise, the requirement that the simulatedactions of agents clear the markets cannot be imposed. I turn now to how to modify the use ofpartial information in order to overcome this di�culty.Unknown Su�cient Statistics for PricesWhen current prices are not given by known statistics of the distribution, a two-step processcan be used. The extra step ensures that markets clear and allows households to observe currentprices before they act.To illustrate how to deal with environments where the prices have to be dealt with, I considertwo examples: a growth model with leisure and a growth model with both real assets and bonds.These examples are drawn from Krusell and Smith (1996, 1997). The �rst example is slightly simplerbecause agents forecast aggregate employment which, together with aggregate capital, is a su�cientstatistic for factor prices. Determining the realized value of aggregate employment is simple: it isgiven by the actual actions of the agents. The second example is slightly more complex, because ofthe need to compute the equilibrium risk-free interest rate.A Growth Model With Leisure Consider a version of the previous model in which householdsnow care about leisure, so that the current utility function is given by u(c; l). Aggregate factor pricesnow depend not only on aggregate capital, but also on the aggregate labor input N , which is not aknown moment of the distribution because it depends on the current actions of all households. Inthe example without leisure, I looked for a set of moments `j and predictor hj for the values of themoments. In this example with leisure, I add a function that helps to predict aggregate employmentand denote it �j(y). To avoid useless repetition, I restrict the predicting functions hj and �j(y) tobe linear.To illustrate how to adapt this procedure to the existence of prices that depend on the currentactions of agents, it su�ces to show the changes in the procedures to iterate on the value functionand in the updating of the best linear predictors. Let v0(z; y; s; a;hj ; �j ; `j) be a value functionfor agents that predict future moments with hj and aggregate employment with �j. Two problemshave to be dealt with. One is how to obtain v1, the value function for this period given that nextperiod's value is determined by v0. Iterations on these value functions yield upon convergence thetime invariant solution to the household's problem v(z; y; s; a;hj ; �j ; `j). The other problem is howto generate samples of the economy to obtain values for yt and N t when households use forecasting16



functions hj and �j. Recall that this is a necessary step in order to iterate on the forecastingfunctions themselves.To deal with the iterations on the value function, consider the following problem
0(z; y; s; a;N ;hj ; �j ; `j) = maxc;l;a0 u(c; l) + �Efv0(z0; y0; s0; a0;hj ; �j ; `j)js; zg s.t. (25)y0 = hj(y; z) (26)c = a�1 + r(z; y;N)�+ s w(z; y;N) � a0 (27)where 
0 depends explicitly on aggregate employment N . It also depends on the forecasting function�j, because v0 depends on it too. The solution to this problem delivers decision rules for consump-tion c0
(z; y; s; a;N ;hj ; �j ; `j), leisure l0
(z; y; s; a;N ;hj ; �j; `j), and savings a00
(z; y; s; a;N ;hj ; �j ; `j).Now I can use the forecasting function �j to update the value function and reduce its arguments tothe state variables by getting rid of aggregate employment.v1(z; y; s; a;hj ; �j ; `j) � 
0 (z; y; s; a; �j (z; y) ;hj ; �j; `j) : (28)Iterations on this procedure yield upon convergence the value function v(�;hj ; �j ; `j). I alsoobtain the decision rules, which I index by 
 because they depend separately on aggregate employ-ment N . The decision rules are c
(�;hj ; �j ; `j), l
(�;hj ; �j ; `j), and a0
(�;hj ; �j ; `j).The next step is to generate a large number of realizations of the economy to obtain valuesfor yt and N t that will be used in the computation of the next best linear predictors and pricingfunction. To obtain a series for aggregate employment, I compute in each period the value foraggregate employment N t that solvesN t = ZS�A[1� l
(zt; yt; s; a;N t;hj ; �j ; `j)] dxt: (29)I use this value as the argument in the function a0
(�;hj ; �j ; `j) to update the distributionxt+1. Recall that a large sample of agents is typically used to keep track of the distribution xt.The use of the decision rules indexed by 
 ensures that agents' labor choices are consistent withthe value for aggregate employment that they respond to. In other words, this two-step procedureallows households to react to actual prices, and not to just forecasted prices.I use another illustration for the case in which households trade a riskless bond in additionto holding real capital. The approach is similar, provided the right transformation of the state17



variables at the individual level is used.A Growth Model With Two Assets: Real Capital and Bonds Consider a stochastic growthmodel with two assets: real capital (stocks) and a one-period zero coupon bond that should be inzero net supply (bonds). The rate of return on stocks is the marginal productivity of capital. Therate of return on bonds is the inverse (minus one) of whatever bond price clears the market. Themarket-clearing price for bonds needs to be found in order to generate large samples of the economyand then update the forecasting functions. Let d denote the total resources available to a householdwhose members do not work at all: that is, the sum of capital income, real capital, and bondholdings. Let a0 denote the household's holdings of real capital between this period and the next,and let b denote the household's holdings of bonds between this period and the next. It is easy to seethat I do not have to know the portfolio composition of the households; all relevant information isembodied in the variable d. Let q be the current price of the bond. The distribution of agents acrossfd; sg, again denoted x, is the state variable I want to avoid in the problem of the agents. Note thatthe current aggregate shock z a�ects the current distribution x. Let `j denote a set of statisticsthat the households use to summarize the distribution x, with y = `j(x). Let hj be a forecastingfunction of those statistics. Finally, let �j(y) be a forecasting function for the price q. Again, letv0(z; y; s; a;hj ; �j ; `j) be a value function of an agent that forecasts with hj and �j. Consider thefollowing problem:
0(z; y; s; d; q;hj ; �j ; `j) = maxc;b;a0 u(c) + �Efv0(z0; y0; s0; d0;hj ; �j ; `j)js; zg s.t. (30)y0 = hj(y; z) (31)c = d+ s w(z; y) � a0 � b q (32)d0 = a0�1 + r(z0; y0)�+ b (33)where the associated procedure to update the value function is given byv1(z; y; s; a;hj ; �j ; `j) � 
0 (z; y; s; a; �j (z; y) ;hj ; �j; `j) : (34)Iterations on this procedure yield upon convergence the time-independent value functionv(z; y; s; a;hj ; �j ; `j) and decision rules c
(�;hj ; �j ; `j), b
(�;hj ; �j; `j), and a0
(�;hj ; �j ; `j).The next step is to generate a large number of realizations of the economy to obtain values18



for yt and qt that will be used in the computation of the next best linear predictors. To obtain aseries for the price of the bond, I compute in each period the bond price that clears the market:that is, the value of qt that solves0 = ZS�D b
(zt; yt; s; d; qt;hj ; �j; `j) dxt: (35)I use this value as the argument in the functions a0
(�;hj ; �j ; `j) and b
(�;hj ; �j ; `j) along withthe law of motion of the aggregate shock z to update the distribution xt+1, and, consequently, ofits moments yt+1. With these elements, I am now in a position to upgrade the prediction functions,and I can proceed with the method described above to compute the equilibria of the economy withboundedly rational agents.Krusell and Smith (1996, 1997), which developed this type of approach with models in whichthe distribution of wealth across agents is a state variable, found that typically the �rst momentof the wealth distribution su�ces to produce an extremely high quality approximation, with theforecasting functions being linear or loglinear.This discussion concludes the consideration of economies in which the distribution of agentsacross individual states changes over time. I now turn to the study of overlapping generationseconomies.3 Overlapping Generations EconomiesThese are economies in which the heterogeneity of households has the added dimension ofage, and thus I will refer to them as agents. The term overlapping generations refers to the factthat agents are born in each period, and after a certain number of years, they die. There is anothertype of model, a sort of hybrid between in�nitely lived agent models and overlapping generationsmodels, in which new agents are born in each period and then face a constant probability of death.In these models, aging, or death, is stochastic, while in the overlapping generations models, agingis deterministic and agents die with probability one once they reach a certain age. These hybridmodels are sometimes referred to as models with exponential population and can be analyzed withmethods very similar to the ones described here.I start by describing the environment for an overlapping generations economy embodied ina standard neoclassical growth model. The demographics are very simple: there is no populationgrowth and no early death. Each period, a large number, a continuum that I normalize to one, of19



agents are born. Agents live for I periods, and then they die. So at any point in time, there is aset of agents indexed by i 2 I = f1; � � � ; Ig. Note that I do not keep track of the age in the sameway that is done with people, since upon birth, agents have age one. These agents have standardpreferences over consumption at di�erent ages, which can be represented by a time-separable utilityfunction with age-speci�c weights �i, given by Pi2I �i u(ci). I assume that at each age, agents areendowed with �i e�cient units of labor that they supply inelastically. The problem of an agent bornin period t is given by maxcit;ai+1;t Xi2I �i u(cit) s.t. (36)a1t; aI+1;t = 0 (37)cit = ait(1 + rt+i�1) + �iwt+i�1 � ai+1;t (38)where ait denotes the wealth of an age i agent born in period t, and where r� and w� denote therental prices of capital and labor in period � . The �rst constraint states that the agent is bornwith zero wealth and that upon death, the agent cannot have debts. The second constraint is thestandard budget constraint. Note that in this speci�cation of the model, agents are allowed toborrow, because there is no nonnegativity constraint for the assets. Typically, equilibrium for thiseconomy is de�ned as a sequence of factor prices and allocations such that, given factor prices, theallocations are utility-maximizing and the markets clear. However, this de�nition is generally notvery useful for computational purposes. I turn now to the discussion of steady states, because it isthe simplest context in which to study this class of economies.A Steady StatesA steady state is an equilibrium that does not change over time. In this context, a steady stateconsists of a pair of rental prices for capital and labor and age pro�les for assets and consumption.Computation of a steady state for this economy requires solving one equation with one unknownin the aggregate capital-to-labor ratio, but each evaluation of the equation requires a solution to amaximization problem that is e�ectively a two-boundary di�erence equation. The bounds are thoseimplied by equation (37), and the equation is the �rst-order condition of problem (36). The standardreference for this problem is Auerbach and Kotliko� (1987). The following steps are involved.1. Compute the aggregate labor input L =Pi2I �i.20



2. Initialize aggregate wealth K0. Recall that in this economy, aggregate wealth is the sum ofthe assets held by agents of all ages.3. Given K0 and L, use marginal conditions to obtain a pair of factor prices fr0; w0g.4. Given fr0; w0g, solve the problem of the agent, thereby obtaining faigi2I . To do this, obtain asecond-order di�erence equation in assets from the �rst-order conditions of (36). When utilityis of the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) class, u(c) = c1��1�� . The di�erence equation isof the formai+2 = [ai+1(1 + r) + w�i+1]� ��i+1�i (1 + r)� 1� [ai(1 + r) + w�i � ai+1]: (39)Solving this equation for a1 = aI+1 = 0 is relatively easy. A simple, but perhaps not verye�cient, way of doing so is to think of the di�erence equation (39) as a single equation thatfor each value of a2 yields a value for aI+1. Then solve such single equation. Perhaps a moree�cient way of solving the di�erence equation is to go backward. Rewrite (39) so that ai isa function of ai+1 and of ai+2. Think of successive applications of (39) as yielding a functionthat, given aI , returns a1, and solve for a zero of such a function. Again, see Judd (1996) fora discussion of why the backward procedure is more e�cient.5. Obtain a new value for aggregate wealth K1 as the sum of the assets obtained from theprevious step.6. If K1 = K0, stop. If not, upgrade the guess for K0. The most e�cient way to upgrade K0 isto do it in the context of a solution algorithm, to �nd the zero of one single equation. Thatequation is K0 �K1(K0).I now review approaches for situations outside the steady state.B Non-Steady-State AllocationsJust as I am interested in the model with in�nitely lived agents with idiosyncratic shocks,I am also interested in the behavior of the overlapping generations model outside a steady state.Also, as in the previous class of models, there are three ways of getting around the problem ofhaving measures as state variables in the agent's problem: having constant prices, computing thetransition between steady states, and looking at recursive equilibria. Computationally, under certain21



conditions, recursive equilibria with fully rational agents can be approximated. Otherwise, computethe equilibria of a similar economy with approximating, not fully rational, agents as it was done inthe model with in�nitely lived agents.Constant Factor PricesAgain, one simple mechanism that prevents the distribution of wealth from a�ecting thedecision of the agents is to make the factor prices, which provide the channel through which thestate of the economy a�ects individual decisions, independent of the distribution. The easiest formof doing this is to assume the factor prices constant. To be able to do this, the small-countryassumption should be made. This assumption states that world interest rates cannot be a�ectedby anything that happens in the small country, and it prevents the agents from having to performcomplicated calculations to predict interest rates. Real wages in this context become just a matter ofnormalization of units, and their value is irrelevant. For stochastic environments, the small-countryassumption can also be used, as long as the structure of the shocks does not interact with thedecision of the agents to determine prices. Whether this approach is justi�able or not depends, ofcourse, on the question being asked.Transition Between Steady StatesIn exactly the same fashion as in economies with in�nitely lived agents subject to uninsurableidiosyncratic risk, overlapping generations economies can be studied by looking at the transitionbetween steady states. In fact, it is in this type of economy that this method was pioneered inAuerbach and Kotliko� (1987). The approach is identical to that described in the previous section.Recursive Stochastic EquilibriaIn this section, I show how to de�ne and compute equilibria recursively for stochastic versionsof overlapping generations economies. The key references are R��os-Rull (1992, 1994a, 1995, 1996).To illustrate how to implement a stochastic version of the overlapping generations model, Ilook at a real business cycle version of the basic model. There is a neoclassical production function,f(K;L), which is a�ected by a multiplicative shock z 2 Z = fz1; z2; : : : ; zNzg. This shock followsa Markov process with transition matrix �(z0jz), and the shock is observed at the beginning ofthe period. Output can be used either for consumption in the same period that production takesplace or for increasing the capital stock in the next period. Capital depreciates at rate �, and for22



notational simplicity, I assume that undepreciated capital can also be used for consumption. If Idenote next period's variables by primes, all this can be written asIXi=1 ci xi +K 0 = z F (K;L) + (1� �)K (40)where aggregate factors K and L are obtained as before by adding the assets and the endowmentof e�ciency units of labor across all cohorts.Before I make the problem of the individual agent explicit, it is important to note thataggregate shocks to productivity present the possibility of state-contingent markets which allow fortrades that pay only in the event of speci�c realizations of the shock. R��os-Rull (1994a) studies theimportance of the existence of these markets and concludes that they are quantitatively unimportant.For this reason, I am going to abstract from them.7 Consequently, the allocations I obtain will notbe Pareto optimal. Note also that in this model, the economy-wide state is the pair fz;Ag: theshock and the distribution of assets across age groups. Because all agents within the same cohortare identical, A 2 IRI�1. Recall that agents are born with zero wealth, which implies that I onlyhave to keep track of the wealth of agents of ages 2 to I. Also note that as in the previous section,aggregate capital K is a su�cient statistic for prices in this period, but it is not a su�cient statisticfor aggregate capital in the next period. The distribution of assets has be known to predict aggregatecapital next period. Given these considerations, the individual state is fz;A; ag, where a 2 IR is theindividual wealth. Denote by vi(z;A; a) the residual utility of an age i agent with wealth a whenthe aggregate state is given by fz;Ag. Then the agent's problem isvi(z;A; a) = maxc;a0 u(c) + �i+1 Xz02Z vi+1(z0; A0; a0) �(z0jz) s.t. (41)c = a�1 + r(z;A)�+ �iw(z;A) � a0 (42)A0 = G(z;A) (43)with the solution given by ai+1 = gi(z;A; a), where r(z;A) and where w(z;A) are the marginalproductivities of capital and labor that depend on aggregate capital, which is obtained by addingthe assets of all the households, and where G(z;A) is the evolution of the distribution of assets overtime. Note that G : Z� IRI�1 ! IRI�1. Also note that G is unknown and is part of the equilibrium7See R��os-Rull (1995) for a description of the recursive implementation of this type of economy with completemarkets and leisure. 23



process, and it should be computed simultaneously with the solution to the agent's problem. Theequilibrium condition of this model is that agents are representative of their cohort:gi(z;A;Ai) = Gi+1(z;A): (44)In this context, a feasible computational procedure to solve for the equilibrium of this economy isto use linear quadratic approximations to the current return as a function of the states and thedecisions and to follow the standard practices in the real business cycle as described, for example,in Hansen and Prescott (1995). The following is a summary description of this process.1. Compute the steady state of the model economy when the shock has been set to its uncondi-tional mean. I have already described how to do this computation.2. Compute a set of linear quadratic approximations to the current return around the steadystate. This step yields a set of INz symmetric matrices Riz of dimension I + 3, where thequadratic form (1; A; a; a0)Riz(1; A; a; a0)T gives the current utility of an agent when the state isfz;A; ag and the agent's choice is a0. These matrices can be obtained by numerical computationof the Hessian. Again, see Hansen and Prescott (1995) for details.3. Initialize v0iz for i = f1; � � � ; Ig, z = fz1; � � � ; zNzg.4. Solve the following problem:maxa0 Riz(A; a; a0) + �i+1 Xz02Z v0i+1;z0(z0; A0; a0) �(z0jz) (45)with v0I+1 = 0.Note that to avoid very cumbersome notation, I have written the current and future returnsas if they were functions when they are quadratic forms. Also note that the solution is a set oflinear functions a0i = 'iz(A; a;A0). Finally, note that the ''s are not the decision rules, sincethese functions depend on the next-period distribution of wealth.5. Solve for the �xed point of the asset accumulation equation: when agents are equal to thoserepresentative of their age, they make the same choice as the other members of their cohort.This implies the system (which I write compactly by piling up the i individual terms in eachrow) A0 = '01z A+ '02z A0 (46)24



where '01z are those terms of '0iz that a�ect current variables with the term that depends ona added to the corresponding term that multiplies Ai.6. Now obtain the economy-wide law of motion of asset holdings from the ' byA0 = G1zA = (I � '2z)�1'1zA: (47)7. Update the value functions by substituting the law of motion of the asset distribution G1 andthe individual decisions ' in equation (41) to obtain v1iz.8. Compare v0iz with v1iz. If they are equal, stop. Otherwise, update v0iz (perhaps by lettingv0iz = v1iz), and go again to step 4.The procedure just outlined has the advantage that it lets the agents use all the relevant informationto predict the future distribution of wealth. The procedure has, however, the disadvantage that itis very time consuming when the number of periods is large. This procedure has the property thatthe quality of the approximations is not necessarily very good when the economy is not too close tothe steady state. Recall that the current objective is a linear quadratic approximation around thesteady state.Other Approaches to Approximating Recursive EquilibriaAn alternative procedure for computing recursive equilibria is to do exactly as in the previoussection: let the agents approximate the distribution with some of its moments and use samplerealizations to update the predicting rule. This alternative procedure avoids the problem of theprevious procedure when the economy is not close to the steady state. Another advantage is thatit can be applied to economies in which not all agents within the same age group are identical. Iuse the same notation as in Section 2 and allow for both idiosyncratic and aggregate shocks. Letx denote a measure over the individual states, which in this case can be written as fI � S � Ag.In this context, x(i; S;A) is the measure of agents with age i. The demographic evolution of thepopulation can be easily implemented into the law of motion of x. Let `j be a set of statistics ofx. The set must include aggregate capital and whatever is needed to compute current prices, but itmay also include other features, such as the dependency ratio, the variance of wealth, and so on.88See above for the case in which there is no moment of the wealth distribution that is a su�cient statistic forcurrent prices. 25



Again, I de�ne y � `j(x). Now I can write the problem of the age i agent asvi(z; y; s; a;hj ; `j) = maxc�0;a02[a;�a]u(c) + �Efv(z0; y0; s0; a0;hj ; `j)js; zg s.t. (48)y0 = hj(y; z): (49)c = a(1 + r(z; y)) + s w(z; y) � a0 (50)where, again, hj is the predictor function the agents use. Let the solution to this problem begi(z; y; s; a;hj ; `j), and let the associated law of motion of the economy be x0 = G(z; x;hj ; `j). Letbj(hj ; `j) denote the best linear, unbiased forecasting function of y0 = `j(x0); that is, ŷ0 = bj(hj ; `j)y.Note that bj(�; `j) maps the set of linear j-dimensional functions into itself and can be readilycomputed through long simulations. Successive approximations can be used to obtain a �xed pointin the space of predictor functions, h�(`j) = bj(h�j ; `j). Note that this �xed point is an essentialpart of any equilibrium in a model economy with boundedly rational agents: when agents use linearpredictor h�(`j), their behavior generates a law of motion in which the best linear predictor is alsoh�(`j). Now I can use the same logic as in Section 2 to choose an appropriate set of statistics `j.Among the possible advantages of this procedure is the fact that I can look at economieswith a very large number of periods and, therefore, ages of agents. Then rather than compute Idi�erent decision rules with the associated large computational costs, I can make the decision ruledepend parsimoniously on the age i of the agent. This will avoid the linear quadratic approach,which will make this procedure more useful.C Other Issues in Overlapping Generations ModelsTo conclude the section on overlapping generations models, let me describe some issues thathave been addressed with the aid of these models. Auerbach, Kotliko�, Hagemann, and Nicoletti(1989), R��os-Rull (1994b), Storesletten (1994), and Cubeddu and R��os-Rull (1996) look at howdemographic changes (for example, population aging, drops in fertility, changes in immigrationpolicy, and increased incidence of divorce and out-of-wedlock births) a�ect the long-term behaviorof savings. Imrohoro�glu, Imrohoro�glu, and Joines (1994) and Huang, Imrohoro�glu, and Sargent(1997) look at properties of the U.S. Social Security system.
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4 Dynamic Voting ModelsNext I study economies where, in equilibrium, the policies are determined jointly with theallocations through a political mechanism. Rather than look at a very general model, I will lookat an example where the policy is a proportional income tax where the proceeds are redistributedlump-sum to all agents. The issue is the level of taxation and the associated values for the economicvariables. In this world, poor households want high income taxes, while rich households want low(actually negative) income taxes. The question of interest is how much redistribution occurs, andhow economic and institutional variables shape the amount of redistribution. Note that becausetaxation is distortionary, complete con�scation cannot be optimal. Finally, a constitution has tobe in place that determines the set of feasible policies, how often they are reassessed, and howindividual preferences over policies translate into a policy for the economy. In the example that Ipose, every period the tax rate for the following period is chosen by majority rule. The ideas that Idevelop have a much wider applicability: for example, they can be applied to study the behavior ofa government (altruistic or not) that cannot commit itself to future actions. By construction, theequilibrium policies that I obtain are time consistent. The main references are Krusell and R��os-Rull(1994) and Krusell, Quadrini, and R��os-Rull (1996, 1997).I de�ne equilibrium recursively, which means I am interested in Markov perfect equilibria. Ide�ne economic equilibrium given that policy follows a certain arbitrary function 	. Then I turnto the �xed-point problem that generates a 	.A The EnvironmentThe environment is once again the standard growth model. There are a �nite number ofin�nitely lived agents of type i 2 I = f1; � � � ; Ig, where xi is the fraction of each type. Types di�erin the amount of initial assets ai and in their (constant) endowment of e�ciency units of labor�i. In this environment, agents care about consumption and leisure. Preferences are standard andare given by Pi �t u(ct; lt). There is also a standard neoclassical production function f(K;L), andcapital depreciates at rate �. Agents' assets are in the form of capital that they rent to competitive�rms. There is a government that taxes income proportionally and distributes the proceeds in alump-sum fashion to all agents. For now, I assume that the tax rate of the current period wasdetermined in the past and that the tax rate for the following period is determined this period27



through a function 	 of the aggregate state of the economy. Note that there is no uncertainty inthis environment; therefore, all households of the same type will always be identical. This lack ofuncertainty guarantees that the distribution of wealth can be represented by A 2 IRI . The aggregatestate is thus the pair fA; �g, where � is the tax rate inherited from the previous period.B Economic EquilibriumI start by considering the equilibrium of an economy in which policy is set by an arbitrarypolicy function 	. I refer to this as the economic equilibrium.I can write the maximization problem of household i in its dynamic programming formulationas follows: vi(A; �; a; 	) = maxc;l;a0 u(c; l) + � vi(A0; � 0; a0; 	) s.t. (51)a0 = a+ [a r (K=L) + w (K=L) (1� l) �i] (1� �) + T � cT = � (f(K;L)� �K)� 0 = 	(A; �)A0 = GA(A; � ; 	)K = Xi xiAiL = GL(A; � ; 	)where K and L are aggregate capital and aggregate labor, T is the per capita transfer, r and w arethe factor pricing functions that depend only on the capital-to-labor ratio, GA is the economy-widelaw of motion for asset holdings, and GL is the aggregate labor input function. Note that thesefunctions are indexed by 	, since the behavior of the economy depends on the policy rule thatdetermines the evolution of taxation. The solution to this problem is a pair of functions for the nextperiod's asset holdings a0 = gi(A; �; a; 	) and leisure l = `i(A; �; a; 	) of the type i households.A recursive competitive equilibrium, given the function 	, is a standard concept. It is a setof functions nGA; GL; fhi; `igi2Io such thatGAi (A; � ; 	) = gi(A; �;Ai; 	) (52)Gl(A; � ; 	) = Xi xi (1� li (A; �;Ai; 	)) �i (53)
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for all � , A, and i. These conditions represent the �xed-point problem of the recursive equilibriumformulation; that is, they require that the optimal laws of motion of the individual householdsreproduce the aggregate laws of motion the households perceive when solving their decision problems.The economic equilibrium can be easily computed by standard methods. In particular, it can besolved by linear quadratic approximations. Later, I will discuss where I should do the approximation,what a steady state is, and how to �nd it.A steady state here is a pair fA; �g such thatA = GAi (A; � ; 	) (54)� = 	(A; �): (55)Note that, in general, there will be more than one unique steady state. It is more like an(I � 1)-dimension set of steady states. To see why, imagine a 	 that delivers a constant tax rateand a version of the economy in which all households have the same e�ciency and in which leisureis not valued. It is immediate to see that in such a version, any fAigIi=1 with the property thatf 0(Pi xiAi)(1� �) = ��1 is a steady state. Such a set of Ai's is an (I � 1)-dimensional subspace ofthe state space.In the above economic equilibrium, taxes are given by 	 at every point in time. In orderto de�ne the political equilibrium, I need to also consider economic equilibria where taxes are setslightly di�erently: that is, one-period deviations in tax policies. I need to be able to assess theutility that alternative policies yield. Consider that � 0 is set arbitrarily but that all tax rates atlater dates are determined by the function 	. These are the situations that the household needs tothink through when contemplating a current vote. Let ~H and ~G denote the law of motion of assetsand the total labor supply function, respectively, for these deviations; these functions have � 0 as anargument. Therefore, consider the following problem for a given agent of type i who has wealth a:~vi(A; �; � 0; a; 	) = maxc;l;a0 u(c; l) + � vi(A0; � 0; a0; 	) s.t. (56)a0 = a + [a r(K=N) + w(K=N)(1 � l)�i](1� �) + T � cT = �(F (K;N) � �K)A0 = ~GA(A; �; � 0; 	)K = Xi xiAi 29



N = ~GL(A; �; � 0; 	):In this problem|where the next period's tax rate is given, as opposed to determined by 	|it isimportant to note that the next period's value function is given by the solution to problem (51).The decision rules for problem (56) are given by a0 = ~gi(A; �; � 0; a; 	) and l = ~li(A; �; � 0; a; 	).The equilibrium conditions for the deviation problem are ~GAi (A; �; � 0; 	) = ~gi(A; �; � 0; Ai; 	) and~GL(A; �; � 0) = Pi xi(1 � ~li(A; �;Ai; 	))�i for all � , � 0, A, and i. These functions can be readilycomputed by standard methods. Note that the computation does not involve iterations, becauseonce the function vi is known, calculation of functions ~vi and ~G is a one-step procedure.C Politico-Economic EquilibriumThe objects I have computed so far are the economy's law of motion for the distribution ofwealth GA(�; �; 	), household i's utility when policy is given by 	 vi(�; �; �; 	), the economy's law ofmotion for the distribution of wealth when the tax rate of the next period is given by � 0 and theeconomy reverts to using 	 to set the policies ~GA(�; �; �; 	), and agent i's utility when the tax rateof the next period is � 0 and the economy reverts to 	 ~vi(�; �; �; 	). I am now ready to determine thepolicy rule, the 	 that arises in equilibrium.The highest utility achievable for a household of type i is the tax rate that solves i(A; �;Ai; 	) = argmax� 0 ~vi(A; �; � 0; Ai; 	): (57)This function returns the most preferred value for the next period's tax rate of agent i, given thatat all later dates, the tax policy is given by the function 	.Now I need a procedure to go from individual most preferred policies to society's policychoice. Such a procedure in this example is majority rule. In this case, if preferences are single-peaked in � 0 for all i and there is only one dimension of heterogeneity (either wealth a or e�ciency �),a median voter theorem applies. This means that once I label groups so that group 1 is the poorestand group I the richest, the median household will be in the group that has the property that theaccumulated share of the population includes the 50% mark. I refer to the type that includes themedian household with an m.The �xed-point condition determining 	 is thus	(A; �) =  m(A; �;Am : 	) (58)30



for all A; � .D ComputationThe procedure involves linear quadratic approximations that solve for recursive equilibriafor given policies (	 functions). The problem of the median household is then solved given theseequilibrium functions, again by using linear-quadratic approximations. If the choice of the medianvoter coincides with the original 	 function, an equilibrium is found; if not, I update and continueuntil convergence occurs.To do this, note that if all households have the same e�ciency, then the pair fA; �g =fK; � � � ; 0g of equal distribution and zero taxes where K satis�es f 0(K=L)(1 � �) = ��1 is a steadystate.Algorithms for Finding Steady StatesI am searching for an (I � 1)-dimensional subspace of steady states. This means that forevery relative distribution of wealth, I want to �nd its associated steady state. I �x such a relativedistribution. Then I search for the tax rate associated to that relative wealth distribution. Theprocedure for computing such a tax rate can be described as follows.1. Guess on �0 as a value for the tax rate, and compute the implied steady-state values of theother variables. This involves computing a value for aggregate capital with the property thatthe after-tax rate of return is the inverse of the discount rate.2. Let R0i (A; �; � 0; a; a0) be a quadratic function that approximates the utility function in a neigh-borhood of the point where the distribution of wealth has the relative shares for for all typesthat I �xed, where the total wealth is the one determined in the previous step and where bothtoday's and tomorrow's taxes are set at �0. Note that the budget constraint has been usedhere to substitute out consumption.3. Fix an initial a�ne tax policy 	0.4. Given 	0, use standard methods to solve for the equilibrium elements h0i , H0, g0i , and G0 aslinear functions and v0i as a quadratic function.5. Solve for the one-period deviation equilibrium elements. Note that this is a simple staticproblem, since I already have obtained functions v0i . The key di�erence is that in this case,31



I do not use 	0 as an update for the next period's tax rate. Instead, I leave the dependenceon � 0 explicit. The application of a representative-type assumption on ~h0i , the summing up ofthe ~g0i 's, and the matrix inversion then deliver the equilibrium elements ~H0 and ~G0.6. Substitute the decision rules and the obtained equilibrium functions into the maximand in(56) to obtain the function ~v0i .7. Maximize ~v0i with respect to � 0 to obtain a function  0i of the distribution of wealth and thewealth of the agent. Check for the concavity of the function ~v0i with respect to � 0, ensuringthat the �rst-order conditions deliver a maximum.8. Use the representative-type condition on the median household to obtain the function 	1 byletting 	1(A; �) �  0m(A; �;Am).9. Compare 	1 with 	0. If these functions are close enough, continue to step 10. If not, rede�ne	0 to be a linear combination of its old value and 	1, and go back to step 4. This updatingprocedure has been used before, and it is necessary in our case for avoiding \overshooting"problems. I have found that quite a large step (about 0:9 in the direction of 	1) works well.10. Verify that the policy function 	 reproduces the conjectured tax rate. In other words, thefollowing condition has to be veri�ed:�0 = �1 � 	(A; �0): (59)If it is not, go back to step 1 and update the guess for � . Update using �0 = (�0 + �1)=2.In these experiments, I use two procedures to characterize the set of steady states. Oneconsists of steps 1 through 9 above. The other procedure, which is much simpler and less time-consuming, is already described in the description of the mechanics of the model. It is based on theknowledge that a zero tax and an equal distribution constitute a steady state. By using the law ofmotion for the economy approximated around this point, I can compute the set of steady states bysimply �nding the set of values for A1 and A2 that are reproduced by this law of motion. Clearly,this procedure is strictly valid only locally, and it is likely to give lower accuracy further away fromthe point of perfect equality. Finally, note that this procedure can also be applied to extend locallythe set of steady states around any steady-state point found with the �rst procedure.32



Algorithms for Computing Transitional DynamicsAs for computing steady states, two alternative procedures to compute transitional dynamicscan be applied. One uses the linear law of motion for the zero-tax steady state to generate a pathfor wealth and taxes after a small initial perturbation in asset holdings. The other essentially followssteps 1{8 above; that is, it also involves a separate linearization around each new point the economypasses through. The slight complication needed is an additional round of iterations within step2: it is necessary to make sure that, at each point on the dynamic path, the point (A;A0) aroundwhich the linearization is made coincides with the equilibrium outcome. Note that the equilibriumelements take on di�erent forms for each point on the path, and the accuracy of this procedure is,hence, better the more slowly, or the more linearly, the exact equilibrium evolves.5 ConclusionWe have reviewed in this chapter three main classes of models with heterogenous agents:in�nitely lived models, overlapping generations models, and dynamic voting models. The �rstfamily is a heterogenous agent version of the basic neoclassical growth model that is so widelyused in macroeconomics. Models with overlapping generations are the other main class of modelsin macroeconomics and they have di�erent characteristics that justify their independent treatment.Dynamic voting models are an interesting example of how to use di�erences in agents' characteristicsto endogenously generate government policies. All these models have been reviewed in a way thatmakes possible the computation of their equilibrium allocations.We have come a long way in terms of the features that these models can incorporate andstill be suitable for the computation. Still, there is a long way to go in terms of what features wecan include. As more economists use these types of models to address quantitative issues, and asthe software and hardware keeps improving there is no doubt that our ability to incorporate morefeatures will improve dramatically and this will enhance the class of issues that we can satisfactorilystudy in a quantitative way.
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